
CHAPTER 7 ODT 
 

Messaging Drivers 

 

On your ODT screen click start menu then click the DQ message view icon, 

which will bring up your messaging screen.  

Click on the number van that you would like to send the message to. 

Type message in the space at the bottom of the screen then click send. 

 

Dispatching Drivers 

There is a laminated sheet which you use to scan out your trip on it is 

several choices  the drivers name the vehicle number and a choice to 

combine,cancel, accept,clear,or close the trip order. 

 

First you scan combine on the barcode sheet 

Second you scan the drivers name 

Third you scan the vehicle number 

Lastely you make sure your trip order is correct then you hit accept to 

start the drivers order in the odt system. 



There is a drivers responsibility sheet that every new employee must fill 

out stating that they understand the odt system and how the 

instructions work and which order is to be followed. 

Always as the manager it is your job as well as the drivers responsibility 

to make sure the gps is working correctly and if there is to become a 

problem that it is to be reported to joe rinalli IT dept . 

 



How to Adjust ODT Customer Geo Fields 

1. Launch and login to ODT 

2. Click the ‘Geo History’ Tab

 
3. Click the Vehicle Name to view the deliveries.

 
 



4. Click the ‘+’ tab to drop down that vehicles deliveries

 
5. Click to select customers Geo Field and a green circle will appear showing 

the Geo Field.

 



6. Click the ‘View Type’ drop down menu and Select ‘Satelite’ for a clear 

view of the customers building.

 
7. Left click and hold on the numbered Tear Drop to move its location, 

release where you want the Geo Field on the building.

 



 

8. Right click the Tear Drop and it will allow you to increase or 

decrease the Geo Fields size(smaller number, smaller field, larger 

number, larger field). Click ‘Ok’ when done and it will change the 

size of the Geo Field. That’s it, your all done.

 


